Unit 7 - Week 04 - Management of wild life diseases

Assignment (4)

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed. As per our records you have not submitted this assignment.

Due on: 2019-06-08, 23:59 IST.

1. Corneal roundworm ova are required to manage
   - Helminths
   - Annulata
   - Protozoa
   - Ringworms
   
   [The answer is incorrect.]
   Accepted answer: Helminths

2. "Aspergillosis" is an example of
   - Bovine disease
   - Virologic disease
   - Fungal disease
   - Parasitic disease
   
   [The answer is incorrect.]
   Accepted answer: Fungal disease

3. _______ happens when the disease-causing microbe is passed from one animal to another when that body touch in some way.
   - Direct Transmission
   - Indirect Transmission
   - Interspecies Transmission
   - Transplantation Transmission
   
   [The answer is incorrect.]
   Accepted answer: Direct Transmission

4. A disease in which an animal falls sick and dies in two days is most probably a/an
   - Acute disease
   - Chronic disease
   - Deficiency disease
   - Infestive disease
   
   [The answer is incorrect.]
   Accepted answer: Acute disease

5. A disease taking many years to develop is a
   - Acute disease
   - Chronic disease
   - Infestive disease
   - Contagious disease
   
   [The answer is incorrect.]
   Accepted answer: Chronic disease

6. If a zoo’s animal catches that has died of “furuncle”,
   - I should order a post mortem, there is no need to isolate the area.
   - I shouldn’t order a post mortem, there is no need to isolate the area.
   - I should order a post mortem, there is urgent need to isolate the area.
   - I shouldn’t order a post mortem, there is urgent need to isolate the area.
   
   [The answer is incorrect.]
   Accepted answer: I should order a post mortem, there is urgent need to isolate the area.

7. The epidemiology triangle consists of
   - Root, disease, environment
   - Vector, carrier, disease
   - Vector, disease, environment
   - Host, pathogens, environment

   [The answer is incorrect.]
   Accepted answer: Root, disease, environment

8. A mode of disease transmission relating to disease caused by medical examination or treatment is:
   - Ingestion
   - Inhalation
   - Inoculation
   - Ingrowth

   [The answer is incorrect.]
   Accepted answer: Inoculation

9. A vertical transmission where an infection moving upward from mother to foetus is:
   - Verticality
   - Congenital
   - Transplacental
   - Ascending

   [The answer is incorrect.]
   Accepted answer: Ascending

10. Ask: _______ stays or harbour a pathogen indefinitely with no risk effects, with important implications for disease control.
    - Mucosa
    - Secondary
    - Reservoir
    - Amplifier

    [The answer is incorrect.]
    Accepted answer: Reservoir